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• Unique laryngeal geometry and pliability of vocal fold

tissues create a challenging environment for

biomechanical testing approaches.

• Indentation biomechanical testing techniques show

promise in both animal models and engineered vocal

fold products to objectively assess material stiffness and

elasticity. 1-5

• Previous work from our lab illustrated the potential for

micrometer scale measurements of intact vocal fold

elastic and stiffness properties through dynamic

nanomechanical analysis.4-5

• To overcome limitations of traditional microindentation

testing for biologic tissues, we employed an indentation

system capable of collecting indentation mapping data

across irregularly shaped surfaces to improve existing

mechanical testing approaches for laryngeal tissues.

Automated Indentation Mapping of Vocal Fold 

Structure and Cover Properties across Species 

Objectives/Hypothesis. Various animal models have been

employed to investigate vocal fold (VF) and phonatory

function. However, biomechanical testing techniques to

characterize vocal fold structural properties vary and have

not compared critical properties across species. We

adapted a non-destructive, automated indentation mapping

technique to simultaneously quantify VF structural

properties (VF cover layer and intact VF) in commonly used

species based on the hypothesis that VF biomechanical

properties are largely preserved across species.

Study Design. Ex vivo

Methods. Canine, leporine, and swine larynges (n=4 each)

were sagittally bisected, measured, and subjected to

normal indentation mapping (indentation at 0.3mm;

1.2mm/s) with a 2mm spherical indenter to quantify normal

force along the VF cover layer, structural stiffness, and

displacement at 0.8mN; 2-D maps of the free VF edge

through the conus elasticus were created for these

characterizations.

Results. Structural stiffness was 7.79gf/mm (0.15-74.55)

for leporine, 2.48gf/mm (0.20-41.75) for canine, and 1.45gf

(0.56-4.56) for swine. For each species, the lowest values

were along the free VF edge (mean ± SD; leporine:

0.40±0.21gf/mm, canine: 1.14±0.49gf/mm, swine:

0.89±0.28gf/mm). Similar results were obtained for the

cover layer normal force at 0.3mm. On the free VF edge,

mean (SD) displacement at 0.08gf was 0.14mm (0.05) in

leporine, 0.11mm (0.03) in canine, and 0.10mm (0.02) in

swine.

Conclusions. Automated indentation mapping yielded

reproducible biomechanical property measurement of the

VF cover and intact VF. Divergent VF structural properties

across canine, swine, and leporine species were observed.

• Results of this study illustrate the utility and value of

employing this microindentation technique to measure

stiffness and displacement forces in vocal folds of widely

varying sizes and geometry. At only approximately half

the size of the canine and swine larynges, indentation

mapping was successful even on the leporine vocal folds.

• Small standard deviations across varying positions

support the reproducibility piloted in this study, particularly

with small differences between specimens of the same

species. These results compare favorably to prior work

from our group on intact hemilaryngeal vocal folds and to

work by others on vocal fold cover measurements. 3,5

• This study suggests that indentation mapping with this

system can provide reliable measurement of the excised,

intact hemilaryngeal vocal fold structure. The average

indentation map collected from a control specimen or

group serve as a reference map to compare treatment

effects on mechanical properties of the vocal fold and

larynx or properties of equivalent sized engineered vocal

fold products.

• The overall utility of this microindentation approach can

be useful in the measurement of vocal properties across a

variety of geometries and provide reproducible data on

normal force, structural stiffness, and tissue displacement.

Variations exist in biomechanical properties between

species and likely relate both to anatomical size and tissue

properties. The repeatable, high fidelity data acquisition in

this laryngeal testing platform provided a reliable foundation

for intervention and treatment testing within leporine, canine,

and swine laryngeal models.
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Figure 2. Sample normal force (gf) verses normal position (mm) graph. Black arrowhead 

identifies 0.08gf where displacement measures are determined. Black arrow pointing to 

0.3mm location where force information is collected.
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Figure 1. A.) Swine larynx specimen in six-screw positioning template

covered with PBS solution in Mach-1 mechanical tester with 2mm spherical

indenter tip. B.) Leporine larynx affixed to specimen holder with calibration

putty in place. C.) Swine larynx affixed to specimen holder. D.) Canine Larynx

affixed to specimen holder. E.) Indentation mapping grid superimposed on

canine hemilarynx fixed to specimen hold illustrating random order and area

of indentations.
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Methods
• Tissue Preparation and Setup. Four swine, four canine,

and four leporine flash-frozen (-80°C) larynges were

bisected in the sagittal plane maintaining an intact

anterior commissure for mechanical testing of the intact

hemilarynx. Larynges were kept frozen until testing and

thawed at 4-8˚C for at least 1 hour before testing.

• Automated Indentation Mapping. Normal force and

structural stiffness at a given indentation depth and

displacement distance at a chosen force were tested. A

Biomomentum Mach-1 v500css (Laval, Quebec,

Canada) mechanical tester with 150g uniaxial load cell

was used to collect automated indentation mapping on

non-planar laryngeal surfaces in PBS (Figure 1A). On

each specimen, a testing grid was projected/numbered,

with testing in a random order (Figure 1E). For 0.3mm /

0.5mm amplitude tests, a 2mm spherical indenter tip

was employed. A 5mm indenter tip was used for 1.5mm

amplitude second mapping in swine and canine

specimens.

• Data Analysis. For the shallower 0.3mm indentation, at each position

of each specimen, the normal force at 0.3mm and the normal

displacement at 0.08gf (785µN) were determined from normal force

vs. normal position curve (Figure 2). For the deeper indentations,

0.5mm in the leporine specimens and 1.5mm in the canine and

swine specimens, normal forces, structural stiffness, and

displacement amplitudes were calculated in a similar fashion to the

shallow indentation. For displacement amplitude in the 0.5mm

leporine specimens, 0.2gf load was selected for the displacement at

a specified load and in the 1.5mm canine and swine specimens,

0.7gf load was chosen.

• Data were collected individually at each point on each specimen for

both a shallow and deeper indentation (0.3 and 0.5mm in the

leporine and 0.3 and 1.5mm in the swine and canine) and recorded

in individual data files. Mean, data range at each indentation

location, and standard deviation (SD) of these values were collected

as well as those for each indentation and each characterization

parameter using LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX). For

visualization of results, heat maps were created and superimposed

on photo documented specimens constructed based on average

values of each biomechanical test parameter, with lower limits set to

blue and upper limits set to red based on the average, SD, and data

range.

Figure 3. Heat maps illustrating a composite representation of each species by averaging 

normal force (gf), structural stiffness (gf/mm), and displacement at 0.08gf at each indentation 

mapping position (illustrated in the top row) for the 0.3mm indentation depth. Heat map 

reference values labeled along the left for each row of data. *Indicates that values above this 

are also colored red.

Figure 5. Heat maps illustrating a composite representation of each species by 

averaging normal force (gf), structural stiffness (gf/mm), and displacement at 

0.08gf at each indentation mapping position (illustrated in the top row) at the 

0.5mm leporine and 1.5mm canine and swine specimens. Heat map reference 

values labeled along the left for the leporine data and in between the first and 

second column for canine and swine data. *Indicates that values above this are 

also colored red. 

• Mean leporine vocal fold length measured 7.2±0.9mm compared to

14.8±1.0mm in canines and 15.0±0.6mm in swine. Mean normal

force (mean (min-max) gf) at 0.300mm was higher in leporine

specimens at 2.34gf (0.05-22.37) compared to canine at 0.74gf

(0.26-12.52) and swine at 0.43gf (0.17-1.37). Similar results were

obtained for structural stiffness. Leporine specimen stiffness was

7.79gf/mm (0.15-74.55), with canine specimens lower at 2.48gf/mm

(0.20-41.75) and swine lower still at 1.45gf/mm (0.56-4.56).

• Across all species, normal forces and structural stiffness

measured along the free edge of the vocal fold were

lowest within each specimen for both shallow and deeper

indentation amplitudes. Displacement at a set force,

0.08gf, was larger along the vocal fold compared to

regions inferior and on the anterior and posterior edge of

the vocal fold in canines and leporine specimens. Mean

displacement at 0.08gf was 0.14mm (0.06-0.35) in

leporine, 0.11mm (0.06-0.36) in canine and 0.10mm

(0.018-0.180) in swine specimens.

• Variations between locations within the larynx from the

vocal fold moving inferiorly can be visualized within and

between species (Figures 3 and 4). Mean and range

values listed below each averaged heat map reveal

similar trends when comparing the shallow indentation

targeting the vocal fold cover and the deeper indentation

aimed at including the composite vocal fold structure.
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